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Grafts at Work in Late Eighteenth-Century
French Discourse and Practice

Giulia Pacini

College of William & Mary

“What don’t we make grafting do?” (“Que ne fait-on pas faire à la greffe?”),
exclaimed the naturalist Antoine-Joseph Dézallier d’Argenville (1680  –  1765)
as he took note of his contemporaries’ excitement over grafting.1 The techniques of this ancient art had been transmitted over the centuries through
gardeners’ practices, trade books, and a Georgic literary tradition, but as a
culture of stewardship developed in the eighteenth century and the reading population expanded, there was a related increase in the public’s interest in grafting. 2 As a material means by which to improve the quantity
and quality of one’s harvests, grafts mattered dearly to landowners and
gardeners. In addition, grafts were an exciting topic of study because they
demonstrated man’s creative powers and his land management skills: the
discourse on grafting thus intersected with late-Enlightenment discussions
about ideal governance, civic participation, and the merits or faults of culture and civilization.
Ever since antiquity and across cultural traditions, grafting had
been viewed as an invaluable agricultural practice. In 1600, the agronomist Olivier de Serres (1539  –  1619) defined it as a “science that by universal
judgment has been considered the most excellent of Agriculture, as that
which, by giving luster to the rest of land management, has been, not only
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2    Eighteenth-Centur y Life
cherished, but also virtually adored, by many great people struck at the
contemplation of its supernatural effects.”3 Seventeenth- and eighteenthcentury gardeners and writers echoed the hope that the “supernatural”
products of grafting might facilitate the return of the earth to its prelapsarian state: when the botanist and poet Jean-Baptiste-Louis-Théodore de
Tschudi (1734  –  84) credited agriculture for transforming the earth into a
“new Eden” (“nouvel Eden”), grafting was the first practice he mentioned.4
And in Les jardins de Betz (1792), the revolutionary poet Joseph-AntoineJoachim Cerutti (1738  –  92) proclaimed: “One will say that I want to restore
the garden of Eden. But what can’t culture, industry, and grafting do? . . .
The cultivator, man of genius, is the only magician who commands over
the sun.”5 Grafting was vested with a magical, quasi-religious charge that
distinguished it from other forms of agricultural activity. Boosting a plant’s
productivity by inserting a more attractive and fruitful branch was an
extraordinary operation that allowed man to feel as powerful as nature: the
enhanced plant excited dreams of economic prosperity, as well as enthusiasm over man’s apparent ability to create. To paraphrase the agronomist
and scientific editor François Rozier (1734  –  93), “If not altars, the inventor
of this art at least [deserved] statues.”6
Similarly, images of grafts or grafting had long been used metaphorically to represent creative alliances, hybrid structures, and innovative processes of production and improvement. One finds an abundance of such figures in eighteenth-century French texts (both fictional and not), the most
famous of which, perhaps, describes the relationship of the protagonists of
the novel Paul et Virginie (1788) by Jacques-Henri Bernardin de Saint Pierre
(1737  –  1814): the two children are, in fact, said to have nursed at each other’s
mother’s breast, and therefore to have benefited from a graft-like enhanced
support system.7 Grafts could also signify aesthetic improvement, as is evident in the correspondence of Julie de Lespinasse (1732  –  76), where the two
terms “grafted” and “decorated” (“orné ou enté”) are glossed as synonyms.8
Sometimes, grafts were used to represent ideal systems of reform. Victor
Riqueti, marquis de Mirabeau (1715  –  89), used a graft to describe the productive effects of demographic, political, and financial decentralization; he
argued that one should cut off Paris’ useless resources and transplant them
onto provincial structures.9 Also, in her Considérations sur la révolution française (1817), Anne Louise Germaine Necker de Staël-Holstein (1766  –  1817)
noted that it was extremely difficult to create an entirely new society, and
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that therefore one should always graft changes onto traditional structures
and institutions.10 Other political uses of the grafting metaphor can be
found in Les Fastes, ou l’usages de l’année (1779), where the poet AntoineMarin Le Mierre (1723  –  93) lauded Louis XV for grafting the olive tree onto
a laurel bush. Le Mierre thus referred to the French king’s victory at Fontenoy during the War of the Austrian Succession, emphasizing that this feat
ultimately brought peace and prosperity to the land.11 Last but not least, the
marriage of Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette was repeatedly illustrated as
a graft, for instance, in a sonnet published in the gazette Mercure de France
that proclaimed that the royal French fleur-de-lis had just “grafted” itself
onto the Austrian eagle. Instead of continuing the never-ending rivalry
between the two countries, Louis XV had chosen to ratify their alliance
and thereby usher in the spring that would renew the world.12
These are but a few examples of the ways in which images of a graft
were used metaphorically to represent productive forms of improvement,
transformation, decoration, or alliance. In the second half of the eighteenth
century, however, literary writers began to use grafting images more deliberately, displaying a serious interest in the metaphor’s literal meaning as
well. Authors chose to illustrate, and therefore to call attention to, the
mechanical aspects of this operation, a shift in focus also reflected in the
fact that all mentions of the figurative use of the verb to graft (enter ) disappeared from the Académie Française’s dictionaries after 1718.13 To a large
extent, this fascination with gardening and the mechanics of grafting coincided with a recent increase in the amount of information available to the
general public thanks to the work of eighteenth-century agronomists and
the proliferation of technical manuals.14 Scientific texts, such as HenriLouis Duhamel du Monceau’s Physique des arbres (1758), Jean-Baptiste
Cabanis de Salagnac’s Essai sur les principes de la greffe (1764, 1781), and
André Thouin’s various Mémoires (1807  –  21), explained grafting’s history
and utility, taking care to detail traditional as well as innovative techniques,
sometimes with the help of beautiful illustrations. The public’s interest in
these topics was probably further stimulated by the contemporary discourse on selective breeding, and by news of the anatomical experiments
of the Swiss naturalists Abraham Trembley (1710  –  84) and Charles Bonnet
(1720  –  93), and the Italian Giuseppe Baronio (1759  –  1811), all of whom were
investigating the possibilities of animal tissue grafting.15 A summary of
this research was regularly presented to the general public via weekly or
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monthly reviews in agricultural journals and other less specialized newspapers and literary magazines such as the Mercure de France, Fréron’s L’Année
littéraire, the Nouvelliste économique et littéraire, and La Décade philosophique,
littéraire et politique.16 Not yet separated by today’s disciplinary boundaries,
different forms of writing — some predominantly technical, others more literary — were fused and confused in this ongoing dialogue, as is obvious, for
instance, in the Encyclopédie méthodique, where Virgil’s poetical description
of the art of grafting is offered as a reliable source of scientific information.17
More importantly, these works insisted on grafting’s contributions to the
well-being of a nation. Since nature often seemed to act more as a “stepmother” (“marâtre”) than as a generous mother, this innovative technique
that improved and multiplied the country’s agricultural riches was heralded
by agronomists, botanist-travelers, philosophers, and men of letters as the
ultimate sign of civilization, as a work of pure genius.18 The agronomist St.
John de Crèvecoeur (1735  –  1813), among others, explained the importance
of grafting:
Similarly to the wild tree of the forests, whose fruits were bitter until the
epoch when the marvelous invention of grafting modified its sap, thereby
enhancing and sweetening it, so man, in his original state, was nothing
but an uncouth, unsociable, and fierce being until the moment when
civilization, by developing his intelligence, created in it the understanding
of his power, and gave him the means to exert it to increase his pleasures
and happiness.19

Both materially and figuratively, grafts transformed the savage into a happy,
sophisticated, civilized man.
As a result, in late eighteenth-century and early nineteenth-century
French culture, grafts seem to have been “good to think with,” to use
anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss’s terms. 20 They were perceptible objects
and practices on which to apply more abstract debates about the effects of
culture on nature. The Encyclopédie article “Natural” adopted the image of
a grafted tree to illustrate the difficulty of distinguishing the natural from
the artificial, arguing that once man starts using an object, it immediately loses its natural quality: a plum tree can clearly be classified as natural while it grows untouched in the forest, but once it has been grafted, it
becomes impossible to decide whether its improved fruits are entirely natural; their taste and particular sweetness are clearly due to man’s work. 21
And when in 1796 the novelist Isabelle de Charrière (1740  –  1805) wanted
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to express her doubts about ever being able to distinguish between culture
and nature, she too chose grafting to exemplify the issue.22 Regardless of
whether they were taken as material objects or as metaphors, grafts were
intriguing because they excited and yet challenged one’s desire to classify
knowledge. They effectively helped philosophers, scientists, and writers at
large perceive and theorize the limits of their analytic categories.
Grafting’s natural or unnatural character may have been unclear,
but according to most botanists it was nonetheless a venerable enterprise.
Eighteenth-century texts granted grafting the status of a liberal art as well
as that of an empirical science. Far from viewing it as a routine mechanical operation practiced by unsophisticated farmers and gardeners, agronomists more and more frequently glossed grafting as “the triumph of art over
nature” (“le triomphe de l’art sur la nature”), as a science that should be
practiced and rationally analyzed by “men of genius and of taste” (“hommes
de génie et de goût”).23 The Encyclopédie’s articles “Botany” and “Natural
History” insisted that the noble art of grafting was “worthy” (“digne”) of the
attention of professional botanists.24 In addition, contracts from this period
show the emergence of a professional class of grafters whose specialized
services were used not only by wealthy property owners, but also by village
communities.25 Contrary to other agricultural labors such as planting, fertilizing, or pruning, grafting was an art that required expert practitioners.
At the turn of the nineteenth century, the professor of agriculture André
Thouin (1747  –  1824) concluded: “This form of multiplication [grafting] is the
most attractive for the intelligent cultivator, because it offers a great number
of combinations that, when one exerts one’s intellectual faculties, produce
even more useful and desirable results.”26 Grafting, in short, was a proper
object of interest for both the scientist and the gentleman gardener. It was
an intellectually stimulating exercise, not a merely utilitarian endeavor.27
Insofar as they drew upon and supported the notion that agriculture
was the nation’s main source of wealth, these ideas were rooted in the
French agronomist and physiocratic traditions. They also aligned themselves within the larger culture of stewardship that was developing in
this period in England and on the European continent. As the king was
increasingly viewed as the steward of his lands, issues such as protecting and
expanding the national forests, establishing state nurseries, and promoting
botanical expertise and research became important state business.28 Ensuring that the nation’s trees received proper pruning and grafting was now one
of the monarch-gardener’s responsibilities: only by such care, after all, would
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he have the resources to feed, warm, and protect his subjects. Furthermore,
a late eighteenth-century fashion for picturesque gardens and orchards, and
a growing perception of the corruption of city and court life, boosted this
interest in rural economies and agricultural practices. As the poet Jacques
Delille (1738  –  1813) noted in the introduction to his immensely successful
translation of Virgil’s Georgics (1782), this was an ideal moment both for
agricultural metaphors and for literary works on agricultural topics.29
Among the literary documents that speak to the eighteenth-century
public’s growing interest in the operations of grafting were Pierre Fulcrand
de Rosset’s poem L’Agriculture (1774), Jacques Delille’s poem Les jardins ou
l’art d’embellir les paysages (1782), and the 1786 edition of Louis Sébastien
Mercier’s utopian text L’An deux mille quatre cent quarante (first published
in 1771). Rosset’s long poem clearly aligns itself with the Georgic tradition,
with an allusion to Virgil in fact placed right up front in the preliminary
“Discourse on Georgic Poetry” (“Discours sur la poésie géorgique”). The
text, however, does more than celebrate agriculture and the joys of a quiet,
rural life. L’Agriculture is dedicated to Louis XV, and it weaves a subtle
political commentary throughout its many verses. Rosset’s references to
grafting function doubly: they indicate literally that this operation is one
of the most important events that can take place in the royal gardens, and
they make pointed suggestions — via this metaphor for the productive naturalization of the foreign — about the ways in which the king might best
appropriate other countries’ resources to his own nation’s advantage.
L’Agriculture starts out by celebrating the king’s exploits. As was the
case in the poem by Le Mierre discussed earlier in this essay, here too Louis
XV is portrayed as the glorious conqueror of Flanders and as an admirable
steward of his lands. The text clearly indicates that there was an important
continuity between the king’s military and agricultural activities: Louis
XV’s victories on the battlefield ensured a time of peace that would allow
for the regeneration of the nation. Rosset therefore applauded the planting
and scientific experiments that were taking place in the king’s newly established nurseries at the Trianon. He commended the gardener Jean-Baptiste
de La Quintinie’s importation of foreign saplings, as well as Louis XV’s
tree-planting projects throughout the land (93  –  94). These plants were said
to be the “sweet hope” (“doux espoir”) of their race and homeland, just as
they also helped offset France’s serious lack of timber (91, 98).30 Good laws
and the technologies of modern planting and transplanting were going to
reenergize a weary, wounded, and degenerate country:
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Soon the young plant, sweet hope of its race,
Follows its ancestors, grows, and takes their place.
Thus, near those same walls, where our proud veterans,
Outraged by the sword, or bent by the years,
Called to rest after long service,
Now carry the noble scars of their exploits,
Louis has established a new refuge:
Fortunate nursery, honorable cradle,
Where of an ancient tree, tarnished by age,
New sprouts grow, hope of the country.31

This idea that the locus of honor could extend from the battlefield to the
plant nursery is a standard convention in the writings of this period. René
Rapin’s Les jardins (1773), a poem first written in Latin, but widely circulated in a French translation, Delille’s Les jardins (1782, discussed below),
and Claude-François-Adrien Lezay-Marnézia’s Le bonheur dans les campagnes (1785) and Essai sur la nature champêtre (1787) are just a few examples
that show how heavily contemporary texts could be shaped by this assumption.32 The panegyrical literature surrounding Louis XV and Louis XVI
abounds with references to these kings as new incarnations of Triptolemus,
the mythical protector and teacher of agriculture. Authors were clearly well
aware of the many ways in which the French monarchy had long invested in
plants and gardens, and mobilized architectural and botanical resources for
political effect. Louis XIV had been particularly devoted to such strategies,
but similar practices can be dated back at least to the reign of Henri IV. 33
The most striking part of Rosset’s poem, therefore, is the unexpected
negative discourse that one can find encoded within this panegyrical document: a streak of concern colors the poem, communicating worries about
the monarchy’s degeneration (98). Rosset opens his discussion on a warning note that “in your trees, humans, you will read your destiny” (“dans
vos arbres, humains, vous lirez votre sort”); he then explains in the following verses that old plants can lose their original “virtue” or strength
(98). With its focus on the trees planted at Versailles, the poem ultimately
reads as a warning about the state of the Bourbon family tree. L’Agriculture
speaks of the “perverse” descendants of Louis XIV’s trees (98), alluding,
not too subtly, to the significant decay the gardens of Versailles were showing in 1774. One of the first actions taken by the newly crowned monarchs
Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette would be to remove and, eventually, to
replace these old trees, thereby showing the kingdom that they were going
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to be responsible stewards of the land.34 In response to this problem, Rosset presented foreign alliances — here imagined as grafts, both figural and
not — as France’s best strategy for the future:
From a trunk full of virtue the perverse descendant
Degenerates, and always carries bitter fruit;
By recalling its original nature
Grafting changes a vulgar sap into delicate juices
..................................
The Germans in the middle of a strong root
Have learned to graft the shoot that has been destined to it.
Thus in your gardens, Kings and Legislators,
To your vulgar subjects you give other customs.
You rule the alliance of families among themselves:
The tree adopts another tree, glorifies its birth;
Ennobled by new bonds, it admires
Leaves and fruits that are not its own. 35

Thus, grafting is simultaneously an operation that will return the nation to
an ideal, but currently lost, state, and a progressive practice that will open
new possibilities for the future: Rosset explains that the new technology of
grafting “[recalls] an original nature.” This tension between a nostalgia for
the earth’s Edenic state, and a hope that, in Olivier de Serre’s terms, the
“supernatural” effects of grafting will usher in a better future world, ran
throughout the eighteenth-century discourse on grafting. Furthermore, it
is important to note that although Rosset was certainly giving credit to the
Germans for their unique root-grafting techniques, at the time of their
writing, these verses also resonated with references to other, more important recent events, such as the “Germanic” Marie Antoinette’s marriage to
the young dauphin.36 During the early 1770s, many a poem was written to
announce this strategic alliance and to proclaim that the future monarchs’
interest in agriculture would renew and further civilize the French nation.37
L’Agriculture also suggested that new customs and laws were necessary to
reform and reinvigorate the degenerate House of Bourbon. The poem’s
“Dédicace” lauds Louis XV for having understood that one cannot abandon
agriculture — the true wealth of a nation — to “the servile routine of laborers” (“la routine servile des laboureurs”). Far from letting its economy sink
into the mire of traditional practices, a forward-looking monarchy must
support agronomy’s innovative methods and scientific research; the future
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Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette should understand as well that these
changes are necessary to reestablish the monarchy’s ancient glory.
Jacques Delille reiterated these thoughts a few years later in a more
explicit set of verses. His poem Les jardins (1782) was written to celebrate
the royal marriage of Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette and the birth of
their first son in 1781. Delille directly addressed the new queen, whom
he described as a garland that connected the “Germanic people” and the
French. 38 Then, echoing Rosset, Delille used the image of a graft both
to repeat that this botanical science would bring the nation the glory it
deserved, and to illustrate metaphorically the monarchy’s new alliances.
Here is a translation of the verses that immediately follow his celebration
of Marie Antoinette’s marriage to Louis XVI:
To pleasure do you also want to add glory?
Do you want to be victorious in your art?
Already the happy decorator of our gardens,
Add to these names the name of creator.
See how in secret nature ferments;
What a need to procreate constantly torments her:
And you do not help her! Who knows in her treasury
What goods for industry she still reserves?
As art at its will directs the course of a wave,
So it can guide sap with its fertile fluid.
Illustrate new passages, open new canals!
In your fields enriched by new marriages,
Attempt the mixture of still virgin juices;
Favor the exchange of their mutual gifts!39

Delille describes the creation of hybrid plants through grafting, using a
highly suggestive language of glory, victory, virginity, marriage, exchange,
and birthing. Given the vicinity and similar vocabulary of these two scenes,
one heralding the royal nuptials, the other applauding the innovative work
of grafting, this part of the poem ultimately reads as a reflection on the
value and productivity of foreign alliances. As in Rosset’s poem, the literal
meaning of these verses supports their metaphorical one: Delille believed
not only that the royal couple should — and would — promote agricultural research and experimentation, in particular, by marrying different
plants, but also that their union would engender a glorious future: it would
improve France’s diplomatic relations with the House of Austria and pro-
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duce a healthy dauphin for the nation (in fact, his birth is celebrated later
in the poem). As a figure of strategic transplantation and naturalization,
grafting thus served as a metaphor for actively appropriating and integrating foreign resources or strengths, and since grafting and acclimatizing
were tightly interconnected in this important national project, Rosset and
Delille made it clear that the grafter-king should also transplant and naturalize as many exotic plants as possible.40
The venerable status of grafting explains how these rather technical
images could be used in such a close and potentially immodest connection to the marriage of Marie Antoinette and Louis of France: grafting
was a feat worthy of the royal couple insofar as it could potentially transform a country in crisis into an Edenic land of plenty. More importantly,
the imperative mood that dominates throughout these verses reinforces the
impression that the two authors were interested in portraying the grafter
and his actions, as well as the results of his labors. At stake here are not only
Rosset’s and Delille’s botanical or economic concerns, but also larger political questions about how the king should best apply his power, and how to
define good stewardship of the land. I have already noted that monarchs
in the late eighteenth century were expected to be good stewards of their
land. They needed to guarantee sufficient timber to satisfy the needs of the
navy and their national industries; they needed to control the circulation
of grains in order to prevent famine in years of bad harvest; and in general,
they needed to encourage agriculture as the science that would best ensure
the subsistence and prosperity of the nation. These poems, however, offer
a more detailed picture of these responsibilities. The king was not merely
construed as someone who would institute conservative reforms and protect
his resources. Rather, he had to be an innovative leader who could rally science and man’s genius to his side. Writers such as Rosset and Delille hoped
that Louis XV and Louis XVI would be savvy enough to encourage agricultural research and, more generally, to adopt useful implants and imports
from foreign cultures. Only then would they bring about the transformative
changes that would increase the quantity and quality of French harvests
and improve the future of their country.
Thanks to these grafting and transplanting efforts, modern agronomy
would allow the gardener-king to override the boundaries of geopolitics,
the limited and limiting natural contours of his lands. It would also grant
him more and more power over a potentially erratic Mother Nature. Ros-
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set’s and Delille’s poems speak to the way in which nature could be conceptualized in the eighteenth century as a relatively controllable and passive
element. Although, as Rosset argued, she sometimes acted up and behaved
as a miserly “stepmother” (“marâtre”), seventeenth- and eighteenth-century
philosophers increasingly believed that scientists, especially male scientists,
could effectively manage and guide her reproductive processes.41 Grafters in
particular worked to overcome the supremacy of Mother Nature, effectively
disrupting her exclusive claims to creative power and authenticity.
Not too surprisingly, this representation of nature as a force that must
be tamed, and this definition of a good king as the proactive steward of
his land were eventually applied to representations of good citizenship in
general. In his futuristic utopian text L’An deux mille quatre cent quarante,
Mercier dedicated an entire chapter to the gardening activities of the ideal
citizen, emphasizing that planting, pruning, and grafting were his most
important practices: “Among these people, the most cultivated art was that
of gardening. . . . Every citizen cultivated his garden, and it was an embarrassment not to know how to plant, graft, or prune a tree.”42 Mercier continued to develop these thoughts in a different chapter: “We graft our wild
trees so that our work speaks to the happy generosity of nature, who just
waits for the hand of the master to whom the creator has, so to speak, subjected her.”43 Grafting was a positive practice insofar as it established man’s
control over the creative process, thereby forcing a subjugated nature to
fulfill her generative potential. Furthermore, Mercier echoed the notion
that the good citizen, like the good king, should have an ambitious, progressive agenda. Similarly, agronomists across the country reiterated their
appreciation of grafting’s ever-improving, creative character: in the words
of the baron Tschudi, “These facts show us the immense wealth of nature,
and they must engage to solicit ever more her generosity.”44
Despite this triumphant rhetoric, it is important to remember that the
late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century discourse on grafting was
not always perfectly consistent, nor did it run uncontested. Indeed, the
basic trajectory that these pages have traced up to now was disrupted by
the tension between a nostalgia for a lost paradise on earth, and French
philosophers’ and agronomists’ hope that grafting would usher in a more
rational and civilized future. The discourse on grafting paradoxically combined mythical images of Eden and a teleological discourse of continuous
improvement. Moreover, for reasons both practical and ideological, graft-
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ing was sometimes viewed as a dubious operation. To begin with, it was
so delicate and technical that it was “rarely well performed,” according to
Honoré-Gabriel Riquetti, comte de Mirabeau (1749  –  91).45 Grafting could
also be criticized for masking or corrupting the true work of nature. The
philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712  –  78) voiced the loudest complaints
in this regard:
Everything is good as it comes out of the hands of the Author of things;
everything degenerates in the hands of man. Man forces one land to
nourish the products of another region, a tree to bear the fruits of another
plant; he mixes and confuses the climates, the elements, the seasons; he
mutilates his dog, his horse, his slave; he upsets everything, disfigures
everything, he loves deformity, monsters.46
.........................................................
These innate feelings that nature has engraved in everyone’s heart to
console man of his miseries and to encourage him on the path of virtue can
well be extinguished in individuals by artifice, intrigues, and sophisms, but
since they are prompt to re-form in the following generations, they will
always bring man back to his original dispositions, as the seed of a grafted
tree always engenders the wild plant.47

In Rousseau’s mind, grafting epitomized the ways in which civilization
deformed and perverted the human spirit. It was artificial, and at best had
illusory worth.48 Since the seeds of a grafted plant seemed to revert to
its natural stock, the metaphor was also popular in theological arguments
that the children of baptized (i.e., improved) parents were still born into
sin (Davidson, 28). Last but not least, the same metaphor was used frequently in literature to represent illegitimate unions and other forms of
contamination.49
Negative arguments about grafting continued to be popular in the early
nineteenth century. When, in De la démocratie en Amérique (1835), the historian Alexis de Tocqueville (1805  –  59) illustrated the ways in which the
English and American common law system functioned, he noted disparagingly that conservative English lawyers preferred “grafting” creative interpretations to creating new legislation.50 A more developed example of this
skepticism about the nature of a grafted plant — and therefore about similar
forms of revolutionary “progress” by transplanting culture — can be found
in Le notaire de Chantilly (1836), a rather didactic work by the novelist Léon
Gozlan (1803  –  66), which mourned Ancien-Régime society and the ways
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in which the church and Christianity traditionally held society together.
Although it was published slightly after the period I have been discussing,
this reactionary novel directly engaged the late eighteenth-century debates
about the improvement of nature, and it too was written in a language of
trees.
Gozlan’s novel tells the story of a notary named Maurice whose life is
almost destroyed by a conniving wife and ambitious brother-in-law. It is a
story of speculation, corruption, and greed set amid the 1831  –  32 uprisings
in Vendée against King Louis Philippe. More importantly, throughout the
entire novel Gozlan uses a language of trees to portray his main characters.
He explains that the notary’s methodical, content nature can be “read” in
the good care that he takes of his garden: “The discipline of the soldier
can be read in the brightness of his buttons; the good name of the rural
functionary, in the presentation of his boxwoods, in the symmetry of his
flowerbeds. The style is the man; horticulture is the notary.”51 And Gozlan
describes M. Clavier, an old Conventionnel (member of the Convention;
also known as the “regicide,” 1:113), by saying that he reads Le parfait jardinier and that he owns an avant-garde hothouse for acclimatizing foreign
plants (1:9, 1:4). Despite his ferocious politics, M. Clavier has a good sense
of humor that surfaces in ironic comments about how his neighbors must be
surprised that he hasn’t already “decapitated” his trees in an excess of revolutionary fervor.52 At the end of the novel, M. Clavier’s death is prefigured
by the ominous state of his parterres, which start looking like cemeteries
(2:124). Gozlan uses plants throughout his narrative to represent characters
and lives, and notes time and again that most people regard Chantilly’s
woods only in terms of their commercial value (1:151, 1:251, 1:254, 2:222).
A grafting metaphor is the most intriguing of these arboreal figures,
and it is no coincidence that Gozlan puts it in the mouth of the Conventionnel. M. Clavier lives with his protégée Mlle Caroline de Meilhan, the
sole remnant of an aristocratic family he killed during the Terror (at the
end of this massacre, the young revolutionary took pity on Caroline, whom
he eventually adopted; since then Caroline has taken care of M. Clavier
without knowing that she is to be his sole heir on the one condition that
she not marry an aristocrat). But Caroline is seduced by the ultraroyalist Edouard de Calvaincourt, a leader of the rebellion in Vendée, and this
unfortunate turn of events brings M. Clavier and Edouard face to face in
a duel. Interestingly, the Conventionnel does not fault the young man for
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having seduced his protégée; he believes that he would be able to forgive
a crime of passion, which, in any event, marriage would erase. The issue
instead is that such a marriage would devalue his entire existence:
Vendean, you do not understand a republican: the chouan does not
comprehend the blue? Caroline is not my daughter: she is better than that;
she is my conquest. The only palm that I have extracted in my bloody
fighting with yours. She is the last branch of a noble race, which I cut off of
a trunk that will regrow no longer, thanks to me! And when I have killed
all the ancestors of this child, when I have robbed her mother, from whom
I stole her, you come, you, with your castles, your titles, your name, your
prejudices, you come mix your abundant and impure sap to this sap to
perpetuate it; you come plant nobles where I have prepared the ground for
a plebeian harvest; you come graft counts where I waited for the common
branch that, with its large leaves, would have cast shade over my old age.
And who will reward me for this? The children, which you will have with
Caroline? But they would curse me for having killed their ancestors. For
my death, mister, I want the rest that I did not have during my life.53

Clearly, a graft is a problematic choice for a metaphor to describe Caroline’s
potential marriage. The Conventionnel prefers to think of his protégée as a
natural plebeian, as if Caroline’s education were sufficient to naturalize her
adopted social status. He fears that Edouard will “graft” nobility on a trunk
that in reality is of pure noble blood. Through this paradoxical image of a
graft that in fact is not one, Gozlan marks as illusory the revolutionary’s
conviction that culture might change the work of nature and override the
determinations of birth. Furthermore, that M. Clavier is only interested in
resting in the shade of Caroline’s dynastic tree, while she and Edouard are
characterized by “abundant sap,” speaks to the sterility of the former’s life
in contrast to the vitality of aristocratic culture.
The rest of this conservative novel works to overturn M. Clavier’s ideas
by showing how Caroline is naturally attracted to Edouard because of their
common heritage (1:191). She feels the pull of her roots, regardless of the
ideas that M. Clavier has tried to implant within her. Caroline, moreover,
ultimately dies asphyxiated by the culture that adopted or transplanted her:
when she learns of her lover’s death amid the fighting in Paris, she loses her
will to live and lets herself be poisoned by M. Clavier’s “fatal trees” (“arbres
funestes”), a group of exotic manchineel trees that emit dangerously toxic
vapors (2:269). Once again through a language of trees, the novel com-
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ments negatively on change, novelty, and difference — in short, on innovative or revolutionary culture in general. Gozlan suggests that M. Clavier’s
work was both useless, since transplanting can neither change the powerful course of nature, nor alter Caroline and Edouard’s instinctive attraction
to each other, and ultimately treacherous, since M. Clavier’s foreign saplings kill the very hand that feeds them. “Nature,” tradition, and the pull
of roots are reasserted in this counterrevolutionary novel, while grafting,
transplantation, innovation, and the foreign are all marked as futile, if not
perilous forces.
In conclusion, the discourse on grafting helped eighteenth-century
French authors conceptualize and articulate their understanding of the
merits or faults of civilization, just as it allowed them to define good civic
participation and ideal forms of stewardship of the land. Insofar as grafts
could be read as figures of the transplantation and integration of foreign
culture(s), they also resonated with allusions to contemporary political
events and issues. Above all, however, grafts were ambiguous metaphors
that could be mobilized both as positive proof of the improving power of
man’s work, and as a negative sign of the weakness and inauthentic character of a life without roots. Grafting could be approved as a progressive
art that created new resources for the nation, or be rejected as an outlandish procedure that perverted authentic forms of native culture. It was most
likely this malleability of the grafting image, combined with the ideological
strength of the concepts it immediately summoned (e.g., nature, civilization), that allowed it to maintain currency over the centuries. Today, grafting has become such a popular metaphor that one risks forgetting that this
figure of speech was once grounded in practice, and that in its literal meaning the discourse on grafting addressed some of the most important economic and political concerns of eighteenth-century French society. Grafts
were “good to think with” because they helped eighteenth-century writers
negotiate the tensions and contradictions that surfaced between their nostalgia for a “natural” society or a lost Ancien Régime, and agronomist or
revolutionary dreams of never-ending culture, innovation, and progress.
In many ways, this fuzzy image was particularly compatible with a culture
that was struggling to understand and accept the fact that the world cannot
always be classified as neatly as one might like.
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Imprimerie Royale, 1774), 52.
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l’état de New York, 3 vols. (Paris: Maradan, 1801), 1:16: “Semblable au sauvageon des
forêts, dont les fruits ont été amers jusqu’à l’époque où l’invention merveilleuse
de la greffe, en modifiant la sève, lui en fit rapporter de meilleurs et de plus doux,
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dictionary at the end of Trois femmes [1796] (Lausanne: L’Age d’homme, 1996), 139:
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maître à qui le créateur l’a, pour ainsi dire, soumise” (2:41  –  4 2, my italics).
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44. [Tschudi], De la transplantation: “Ces faits nous prouvent l’immense
richesse de la Nature, et nous doivent engager toujours plus à solliciter sa générosité”
(29, Italics in the original).
45. A graft “rarement est bonne,” from Honoré-Gabriel Riqueti, comte de
Mirabeau, Lettres originales de Mirabeau: écrites du donjon de Vicennes, pendant les
années 1777, 1778, et 1780 (Paris, 1792), 223. Cf. Mercier, Du Théatre, ou, nouvel essai sur
l’art dramatique (Amsterdam: van Harrevelt, 1773), vii.
46. This is the opening paragraph of book 1 of Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s Emile
[1762], in Oeuvres complètes, ed. Bernard Gagnebin and Marcel Raymond, 5 vols.
(Paris: Gallimard, 1959  –  1969), 4:245: “Tout est bien sortant des mains de l’Auteur
des choses, tout dégénère entre les mains de l’homme. Il force une terre à nourrir les
productions d’une autre, un arbre à porter les fruits d’un autre; il mêle et confond
les climats, les éléments, les saisons; il mutile son chien, son cheval, son esclave; il
bouleverse tout, il défigure tout, il aime la difformité, les monstres.”
47. This quotation is taken from the third dialogue in Rousseau, “Rousseau
juge de Jean-Jacques” (Oeuvres complètes, 1:972): “Ces sentimens innés que la nature a
gravés dans tous les coeurs pour consoler l’homme dans ses misères et l’encourager
à la vertu peuvent bien à force d’art, d’intrigues et de sophismes être étouffés dans
les individus, mais prompts à renaître dans les générations suivantes, ils raméneront
toujours l’homme à ses dispositions primitives, comme la semence d’un arbre
greffé redonne toujours le sauvageon.” See also Rousseau’s Lettres sur la botanique,
in Oeuvres complètes, 4:1188. In regard to Rousseau’s criticism of exotic botany, see
Alexandra Cook, “Jean-Jacques Rousseau and Exotic Botany,” Eighteenth-Century
Life 26 (2002): 181  –  201.
48. In regard to the limits of grafts and grafting, see also Joseph Marie de
Maistre, Considérations sur la France (London, 1797): “L’homme peut tout modifier
dans la sphère de son activité, mais il ne crée rien: telle est sa loi, au physique
comme au moral. L’homme peut sans doute planter un pépin, élever un arbre, le
perfectionner par la greffe, et le tailler en cent manières; mais jamais il ne s’est figuré
qu’il avait le pouvoir de faire un arbre” (92).
49. See, for example, Jean-Baptiste Louvet de Coudray, Une année de la vie du
Chevalier de Faublas (1787), Romanciers du XVIIIe siècle, ed. René Etiemble, 2 vols.
(Paris: Gallimard, 1960), 2:641.
50. Alexis de Tocqueville, De la démocratie en Amérique [1835  –  40], in Oeuvres,
ed. André Jardin, 3 vols. (Paris: Gallimard, 1992), 1:308: “La législation anglaise
est comme un arbre antique, sur lequel les légistes ont greffé sans cesse les rejetons
les plus étrangers, dans l’espérance que, tout en donnant des fruits différents, ils
confondront du moins leur feuillage avec la tige vénérable qui les supporte” (1:308).
51. Léon Gozlan, Le notaire de Chantilly [1836] (Geneva: Slatkine, 1973):
“La discipline du soldat se lit dans l’éclat de ses boutons; la bonne renommée du
fonctionnaire rural, dans la toilette de ses buis, dans la symétrie de ses plates-bandes.
Le style est l’homme; l’horticulture, c’est le notaire” (1:232).
52. Gozlan, Notaire: “Dans leur naïve terreur, ils s’étonnent sans doute de ce que
je laisse vivre mes fleurs et de ce que je ne décapite pas mes arbres” (1:113).
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53. Gozlan, Notaire: “Vendéen, vous ne comprenez pas un républicain; le chouan
ne devine pas le bleu? Caroline n’est pas ma fille: elle est mieux que cela; elle est
ma conquête; la seule palme que j’aie arrachée dans mes sanglantes luttes avec les
vôtres. C’est la dernière branche d’une race noble que j’ai coupée à un tronc qui n’en
poussera plus, grâce à moi! Et tu viens, quand j’ai tué tous les aïeux de cette enfant,
quand j’ai volé sa mère, à qui je l’ai volée, tu viens, toi, avec tes châteaux, tes titres, ton
nom, tes préjugés, mêler ta sève abondante et impure à cette sève pour la perpétuer; tu viens
planter des nobles là où j’ai préparé le terrain pour la moisson plébéienne; tu viens greffer
des comtes où j’attendais le rameau roturier qui, de ses larges feuilles, aurait ombragé ma
vieillesse. Et qui donc me payera? Les enfants que tu auras de Caroline? Mais ils me
maudiraient pour avoir tué leurs aïeux. Je veux pour ma mort, monsieur, le repos que
je n’ai pas eu pour ma vie” (2:60  –  61, my italics).

M
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